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TOTHE STUDENT

These texts are designed to be used with video-taped
..'") lectures. There are two purpose's for these listening materials

and lectures. The primaiy purpose is to help you develop
your ability to understand American Engl7h as it is spoken

. by a native speaker. A second purpose i to provide youwith
information on utobody repair.

Before watching each pert of a video lecture for the first
time, look in the workbook fOr the Preview and the RyIstions
To Think About for that part of the-Iecture and read them.
Saving this information will help you understand the lecture.
The Preview and Questions To Think About are translated in
your-iiinidation.manuAl.- You should also look in the translation
manual.for the vocabulary used in that part of the lecture, and
familiarise yourself with the words and meanings.

A. you watch each part of the lAture for the first time,
try to get t-he general ideas es the lecturer explains them.
Please_do not read your translation vocabulary,or any of your
other texts as you listen, since if you keep our eyes on.a
book youvill miss the important visual aspects of the lecture
and demonstrations. 1

After"watching the video lecture pait, go to the
Exercises in your workbook and,read them over. The translation,.
manual contains the translations of the directions tor each of
the Exerpisee. Try to answer the queitions you know, bdt avoid
spending too much tire on them: the teacher will soon play
the same video lecture part over again, and you will *have time
jater to complete the exercises.

The secondtlme you watch the lecture, you can also glance
at the Bxetcise questions.and/or the translation vocabulary in
order to li.ten for the answers to specific queistions or to
listen for particular vocabulary words. In your translation -

'text, the list of vocabulary words.are wrItten in,the order in
which they Are said in the lecture pars.

After listeningto the video lecture a second timpe finish
answering the exercise questions.

When-Nu do the Nultiple,Choice exerciaes, do not seieCt the S
word choices_aimply_accoralng to the words you hear 9n the tape.

.'You will do better if you carefully'read and think/about all the
Choices and then select the ones Which make sense; based on all
the information which Herbert Nishii gaims in the lecture.

For the Close exercises, however, you wilL filJ. the blanks
with the exact words you hear Herbert Nishii. nee in the sentences
as you listen cldiely to the tape several times. ,

vi



The Fill in_the.flanks iiems ate similar to the Close
Mau:reigns.. You can listen closely to thip tips to write,
word-for-word, the phrase or word*. you hear Herbert Nishii use
sin the same-sentences. The main difference between the Close
and the Fill in the hlimks exercises is that the Cloze riiaTes N
you to listen for single words, but the Fill in the-Ranks
e xercises requirOvoo to use any number of words necessary to
catplete the sentdnce. -

If there is a Pick the Pictures exercise, your teacher4:141
read the leads (quoit-I-Oils or iiatements) for which you are.to
choose the corresponding picture(sj.

For Lab1.1 thejlctures exercises, however, you can simply 4

write the name of the Flaured iEem in the space provided under.-
..

the picture. The rest of the types Or exercises in your
workbook are fairly simple and need no clarification.

When all of the students finish doing the exercises, that
*, teacher will go over the exercises with the class, asking you

for your answers and letting you know which anSwers are correct.
If necessary, the teacher will explain why an answer is correct
or incorrect, and/or play the same lecture part over again, so
you can listen tor A particular exercise answer. Do not
hesitate to ask any questions you might have. If you conttnue
to have trouble understanding any particular sectioh of a
lmEtUre, your teacher can give you a transcript of the ,tape to
rel. while 'you listen agai the lecture.

TO get maximum benef om your listening classes, you
should:. I) make sure you understand the content of the lecture
at the time you are listening to it in class; 2) periodically
review the names of the tools and the repair procedures covered
in earlier lectures; 3) memorize the hew vocabulary found in ,

e ach lecture; A) frequently review and use all of the vocabulary
so that.you do not forget it.

You might find, at first, that the lectures and exercises
are difftcult. Please do not get discouraged! Gradually, with
practice, yop will begin to understand more of'Herbert Nishii's
speech. You will also learn how-to do the exercises more
e asily and rapidly. Do not expeCt to be able to get all of the
Answeri correct at first. Tha development of listening and
reading skills takes time arid a lot of practice, and that is a
purpose for which these texts were designed.

A.M.

Honolulu, Hawaii
August, 1977
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VIDEO LECTUE .(SERIES

INTRODUCTION TO AUTOWDY REPAIR

Etrert.:

(Part 1)

V-

Herbert Nishii tells about ehe kinds of. work autobody
repairmen do, and what those jobs consist of.

Qdestions To Think About:
4

1. What are the kinds of work autobody ItepairMen do?

2. What is the work of a "metal mart7?

3. Whet is the work of a painter?

(Part 2)

This part of the lecture deals with pay scaled and ratingh,
and with the expectat/ions that your,employer will probably have
about the work you do in the shop.

Questions To_Think About:

'1. What is the owest hourly wage earned by autobody repairmen
now? " t /

2. What is the top hourly wacce?

A. What kind of work will'your employer expect from you?

4. Is autobody.repair an easyjob?

9
1
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Previow'contlnuedr

qPart ,3)

a

Tliis part Of the lecture.describes,safety pretaukions and
the safety equiPment yoiltwill need As an autobody repairman.

gue.stios To.Think Agout;

11

What safetIA equipment do you need t6 wear at al:1 times?

2. What safety equipmet do lectu need eor particular,jobs?
.

3. What ,is the Colepho-ne number for emergency calls?..

4 -. ,
1

(Pact 4)

.

' .
.

Inthis-part 'of the 'lecture, Herbe'rt Nishii descrtbes
autobody repair working conditions, and what' clothin.g.is
appropriate for the job.

ques'tions_To Think About:

1. Will you get'dirEy pn autobocN r.epair jobS.?

2. What Winds of dirt wril clet'on your hands and your clothes?

3. What kind of shirt and pants should you wear?

1

o
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AXERCIft-A

. (Part l)

Multiple Choice (TrA)

1. In,metal work you

a, pull dents.
b. .f,ix trames.

V

c. flx the-paint.
d. align doors.

2. "Frame" in this lecture means the
. .

a. doors of the car. c. hood.
b. undercarriage of. the car boAy. d. rint on the car.A

.

3. "Allyn doors" in this lecture means to

a.; fix door dents., c. fit doors on.
15, pull, dents in the metal: d. tape 6e car up.

4. "Larper collision wdrk" insthis lecture means

a. the cars that get into accidents.
b. mixing paints..

. c. basic dent pulling.
A. big cars.

5. in paintihy Vol' learn to

a. mix paints.
'6. mix dents.
e. sa nd

.(Par,t 2)

d: make accidents.
e. tape cars up.
f. make the car look new.

Short. Answen (TrC)

1. How much would autobody men be able to get paid attiiis time?

2. What does an autobody man's pay depend upon?

3. What pay do you start out at?-

4. What ply do yo6 work.your way up to?
1/4

O. What willjour boss want you towdd?

6. Why would your boss want you to 'perform well?

3
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8hort i%nswvr (continued)

7. What doet; Herbert Nishii
a little bit"?

0
mean by "you have to be able to sweat

r,
B. What is an Engiish-synoriym for the worq "fulfilling"?

(Part 3)

,F'Nd in the !flanks (Mgt))

1 You need to takt7-safety precautions because autobody is .

yery lob.
.. :

2, . The is used when yciti work with plastic filler.
.. .

e
.3. The

--- ------ .

llas two.filterg dnd 'it is used when you.
,

pptnt.

4. Wou use for eye protection when using the
the drill, power grinder, or blow gun.

5. '.'You use for eye protection wtien you are

_.0. In case of fire, you hame to know whe'r the .

are.

7. You need
__

to protc;ct your feeC. ._.__ _.........__

'8. For emergencies, you should remember the number

Vick the Pictues (Tr1).
-

0
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Pi4 the Pictures .(conttnued)
. .

e.

r

1 .

d.

f.

114.

4.
5.
6.

A
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(Part 4)

Multiple Choice (TrA)

1. What kind of job ig autobody?

a. hazardouS
b. fulfilling

2. What things make t44I job dirty?

a. oil
b. dust

3. In autobody work, you also get

c. clean
dirtu

C. grease
d. paint

a. cutS. o. old.
b. bruises. d: scars.

4. You know you've worked well when

k

a. you're dirty. c. you have an;emergency.
b.,. you're hazardous. d. you're beat.up.

5. What kind of shirt should you wear in an autobody shop?.

a,. a clean shirt d. a
b. a cool shirt e. a
c. a new shir.t f. a

comfortable shirt
light shirt
T-shirt

, 6. ' What. kind of pants should you wear at an autobody shop?

.1 a. comfortable panis c. old pants
b. pants you can throw away l ater on d, clean pants

An aUtobody repairman's pants are going.to

5a.

$b.

get stained.'
get beautiful%

C.

c. get dusi'y..'
d., liave holes in the4tnees.

a
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UNIT II

VIDEO LECTURE (SERIEdiA)

'HAND TOOLS

, (Part -1)

Hvbert Nishii introduces the set of hammers you would find
in a toolbox, and also the all-purpose dolly. He describes the
fihishing harmer and explains what it is used for.

Questions To Think About:

1. What are the names of the hammers. ,

t.

Wh't is the-name of Ehe heavy metal object used-with the
hammera?

3.. How would you describe the appearance of the finishing haMmer?

4. What is the finiihing hammer used for?

(Part 2)

Herbert Nishii holds- a picking haulland describes its
appearance and use. Hetheh'points out s s features of the
shrinking hammer, and explains what it i used for.

Questioni To Think About:

1. What does the picking hammer look like? What is it used for?

2. What does the shrinking hammer look like? What ie it used
for?

, 16



Preview,continued

(Part 3)

Herbert Nishii halide and detcribes the 2-pound ball-peen
hamMer.and compares it with the,other hammers. He also explains
the use of the ball-peen hawser, and tells when you would uSe
it in relation to using the other hammers for autobody repair.
He then shows an all-purpose dolly and exploins tts uses.'

Questions_ToLThink About:

1. -How does the ball-peen hammer compare. in size and weight.to
the other. hammers?

2. When would lou use the ball-peen hammer in autobody repair?

3. 'Wtitt are two uses of the all-purpose dolly?

(Part 4)

Herbert Nishii shows and describes two types of pliers,
drive ratchets, sockets, and extensions of different sizes, and
tells what these are ueed for.

Questions To Think About:

I. 'What are the uses of the two types of pliers?

2. What are the two sizes of the drive ratchet's?

3. What is the purpose .of the extensions?

4. What is the purpose of the drive ratchets and sockets?

(Part t5)

Heebert NiShii ehows screwdrivers of two types and many
differentrsizes. He deScribes the uses and the different shapes
of the twd'types of screwdrivers.



%

P re.vi am con nued

%
questions To_Think.About:

1. What. are btu. two,types of screwdrivetl called?

1

2. how are tivil screwdrivers shaped?

3. What are they used for?

41*

'(Part 6) slIf

Herbert Nishii shows a roloc disc:4, explains what equipment
you need in order to use it anq Jlso 'tells what it is used for.
He then shows a wire-end brus 'and tells where and why Ft is used.

questions To Think About:

I. What, equipmeDlIlio you need in order to use the roloc diec?

Whit the roloc disc uted for?.

3. Wtrat equipment do you need in order to use the wire-ehd brush?

4. Where and why ij the wife-end brush used?

(Part 7)

Herbett Nishii introduces a set 0f files used 411 autobody
shops. He describes the appearance and uses of each file as he

-
holds it.

qu2stions..To_Think.About:
).

1. What does the npved file look like, and,what,tind of surface
is it used on?

I 2. What does the ViRen filt look.like, and what kind of grface
is it used on?^

. .it

1. What does tke Bondo file look like,and what kind of surface. i

it it used on?

, II'

II 9 0)
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Preview continued
,

,

(pestions To Think About: (continued) S
4. HoWpdo.you hold the'Nwped file and tha-Vixen file? .

5.' HOW,(10 yOU hOld the Hondo file?

(Part 8)

Herbeet Nishii holds a reverse hamMer, names ite different
parts, and explains what it is used for and how you uee it.
He then show0and oxplains the used of the tili-snips, the blOw
gun, and the meatairiffq tape,

Questions To Think About:

I. What are the four parts of the reverse hammer?

2.. What is the reverse hamI4i msed for,,and when would you need
to use it?

3,. What do the tin-snips resemble'? What are they used for?
4

4. What is the blow gun used, for?

S. What is the tape measure used for?

44

(Part .9)

Herbert Nishil'introduces the final tools in a toolbox:
putty knives, plastic applicators, and a sandiriock. He
explains the purposes of the.Putty knives`ond ic applicators,
and describes:the appearance and use'of the san OTOck.

Questions To Think About:

1. What are putty knives and plastic applicators used bx?

2. What is another name for "plastic applicators"?

3. What would you use a sanding block for?

II

41)
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ffkka-§0

(Part 4)

Fill in the Blanks (TrD)

is

1. In autobody repair and painting you're going to be darrying
_around a set of which would be called your

2. To start off., Herbert Nishii will be tellkng about a set of
and also an A

3. The first hammer is a hammer.

4. The metal part of a hammer is called the 7head". The two
'ends of the head are cabled the and. the

5. The part of a hammer which you hold is called the

Short_AnSw4 (TrC)
4P

I. Describe what the head of the finishing hammer looks like..

2. What is another word "slfghtly rounded"?

3. What is the finishing hammer od for?

4. What is another teym for "bumping and dinging"?

(Part 2)

Shortiknswer (TrC)

'A. Describe What the head of the picking hammer looks like.

2. What'is the picking hammer used for?

3. After you pick up a small dent with.the pickin4 hammer, what
do you do next?

4. Describe what the head of the shrinking hammer looks like.

5. Which side: of the shrinking hammer head.do you use?

: 9
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Short Answer (continued)

6.. What is the'shrinking hammer used,for? ,
,

.7. Uhat part of'the shrinking hammer pushes the metal down
and pulls'it in?

(Part 3)

Multiple Choice (TrA)

I. The 2-pound ball-peen hammy: is

a.

b.
a dolly.
a heavy hammei.

c. the biggest hammer.
d. easily recognizable.

2. The 2-pound ball-peen hammer is used for
a

a. shrinking metal. c. picking up dents.
b. roughing out large dents. d., bumping and dinging. -,

.3. The 2-pound ball-peen tiammer is uSed

a. after'you bump and ding.
b. beCore you.bump and ding.
c. after you use the other hamMers."
d: before you use the other hammers.

4. Another name for all-purpose dolly is

a. pulliRg dolly. c. high crown dolly4
b. shrinking dolly. d. picking dolly.

)

5. The all-purpose dolly is used with the'hammers for

a. smoothening out metal. c. picking up-small dents.
b. shrinking .the metal.' .d. damaging metal.

6. The,a117purpose do4ly is also used for

7.

a. filing metal. )

c. pulling in metal.
b. roughing out metal. d. ,making ridges,in metal.

"Roughing out" me;ns

,a. hitting out major denfs. c. bumping and dinging.
b. finishing. d. rounding oyt.

20 .
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Pick the Pictures (TrI)"

C. d .

21

\.)
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Pick the Pictur (continued)
_

14r,

(Part 4)

Short Answer (TrC)

1 .

2 .

3.

, 4 .

5 .

JIB

1. What are the three uraes of the pliers?

2: Oat are the two sizes'of drive ratchets that Herbert Nishii
shows in the lecture?

3. What is the purpose of the extensions?

4. What.are the two.uses of the drive ratchets And sockets?

5. Why are the ratchets and sockets made in different sizes?

22

a,
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Label Vie Pictures (TrH)

TI

2.

4.

15
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(Part 5)
\

Multkle Choice (TrA)

I. Standard screwdrivers(6ve tips which are

.a.4flat. pointed.
b. round. d. wedged-shaped.

2. Phi11ips'screwdrivers have tips which are

a. flat. c. pointed.
b. .square. d. wedge-shaped.

3. Screwdrivers are used for

a. removing sCrews.
b. '-taking off screws.

(Part 6)

Multtple_Choice (TrA)

I. A roloc disc is used with

c. puttiAg.on screws.
d. filing.

a. a standard type of screwdriver.
b. a speCial type of screw..
c. a regular hand drill.
d. a sifecially depigned type of sandpat,er.

2. A roloc disc is uSy to

a.L., grind in tight corners.
b. grind in small spaces.

3. A wire-end brush is used

c. sand off paint.
d. clean out rust.

a. to- remove rust whlch is left behind by the disc grinder:
b. tO remove the painted areas.

.a c. to remove rust where the4disc grinder or roloc disc
can't.

d. with the hand drill.

24

fi
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Label the Pictures (TrH)

3.

TI

2

1.1114

25
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(Part 7)

Multiple Choice (TrA)

1. The speed

d. long.
b. f lat .

2. The speed eile is

C. wiqe.
d. narl'ow.

a. hard to use. e. not easily handled.
b. easily handled. d. hold comfortably.

. .

You need to put oft the.speed file. .____
a. sheets of-paint c. sheets of sandpiper
b. .water d. sheets of metal

4. The speedjile is used to

a. cut the plastic filler.
b. cut the high spots off the metal.
c. sand the plastic filler.
d. rpveal high and low spots in plastic filler.
e. reveal high and low spots in metal.
f. make plastic filler smooth.

5. The VOKen file is made out of

a. plallic filler.
bl meta. d. plastic.

The Vixen file iS

a. wide.
b. flat.

7. The Vixen file is used on .

a. wood.
b. plastic filler,

8. The Vixen file is used to

a. shape plastic filler.
b. smoothen metal.

A
II

c. narrow.
d. sharp.

c. .paint.
d. 'Metal.

c. cut down, high spots on .

metar.
d. reveal low spots on metal.

18
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Multiple Choice (continued)

9. The Bondo file looks

'a. like a cheese grater. c. slightly round.bt very wide. d. like a sanding block.

10. The Bondo 'file is used for

a. spaping plastic filler.
b. cutting plastic filler.

PiCk the Pictures (TrI)

II.
I.

1.

2.

3.

C. cutting metal,
d. smoothening.metal.

19



(Part 8)

Short Answer .(Tre)

1. Name the four parts of the reverse hammer.

Nlmber in Order (TrE)

To pull out a dent with the reverse hammer, you

screw the end into.the hole in the dent.

slide the-weight along the shaft.

drill a hole into a dent.

pull the dent out.

Multiple Choice (trA)

1. You nse a reverse hammer, when

a. the dent is big.
b. you 9ann0t reach behind the dent.
Q. your dolly pushes the deht out.
d. %when you can't hammer the dent from the inside,

2. The tin-snips look like

a. big scissors.
b. Bondo files.

3. The tin-snips are used for

a. pulling dents.
b. cutting paper.

4. The blow gun is used to
45

a. clean things off.
b. blow al.F.

5. The blow gun is Sonnectedto a

a. ,disc grinden
b, line.

6. The tApe measure is used to

a. measure Air.
b. measure paint.

28

c. .blow guns.
d. gardening shears.

c. cutting metal.
d. cutting plastic filler.

C. cut metal.
d. dry things.

c. compressor.
d.

c. measure distances.
d. measure time.

20
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Label the Pictures (TrH)

1.

3.

II

3

2.

4.

21



(Part 9)

Multiple Choice (TrA)

1. Putty knives and plastic applicators are,used for

a. miqing plastic filleL C. pulling dents.
y. sanding plastic filler. a d. applying lastic filler.

2: Another name for plastic applicator is

-a. putty knife., C. squee-gee.
b. sanding block d. plastic filler.

4
3. The sanding block is

a. heavy. c. flat.

b. flexible. 1 d. easily used.

4.. A 'sanding block is used for

\

a. sanding plastic filler. c. making smooth hands.
b. making smooth surfaces. d. making presentable

.13tirfaces.

Pick the Pictures (TrI)

a.

e .
.22

Ix
4

s.
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Pick the Pictures (continued)

II

1.

2.

3.

G

I)
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UNIT III

VIDEO LECTURE (SERIES A)

POWER TOOLS

TIEvTA-91

(Part 1)

In his introduction to power tools, Herbert Nishii explains
what the power sources are, and why power tools aie potentially
dangerous to use.

Questions To Think About:

1. What are the power source* of power,tools?

2. What is a danger of power tools which are run by electricity?

3. When you upe power tools, what is ono thing yotrcan do.to
reduce the'danger?

(Part 2)

Herbert Nishii'shows two types of disc grindeu. He explains
the respective power souKces, parts, sizes and weiqfits, and

6. functions of bothtypes of grinders. He also.tells what the
grinders ar4 used for in autobody shops.

Questions To Think About:

1. What is the,power source of the larger disc grinder?
I

-2. Where is the on-and-oft switch on the larger grinder?

3. How much,does the larger disc grinder keigh?

4. How fast does a disc rotate?

5. What is the power source of the smaller disc grinder?

6. Where is the on-and-off switch on the smaller disc grinder?

24



Preview continued

(Part 3)

Herbert Nishii shows two type of orbital sanders. Heexplain. how you hold each one, what hepurposes or uses of the
orbital sanidere are, and what sandpape ou need to use with
both orbital sanders.

4

Questions:Po Think About:

I.' What are the two types of orbital sanders?

2. What is one use for the orbital sanders?

3. What is another name for "Orbital sander"?'

4. What is needed in order to use these tobls?

5. How do you turn' on the rectangular orbital sander?

6. What is another use for the orbital sanders?

(Part 4)

'I .

In this part of the lecture, Herbert Nishii describes the
straight-line sander. He tells how to hold it, mentions a tool
'it reSembleS, and tells what the power source is. He also tells
the size, weight, and purpose of tft straight-lige sander.

'questions To Think About:

I. How do you hold the straight-line sander?

4. What is the power source of this tool?

3. What is the purpose of this tool?:

33 15



(Part 5)

Herbert Nishii shows two types of polishers (or air buffers).
He compares the size of the larger buffer with the disc grinder,
and he also compares their rotation speeds. .He tells what 'the
polishing heads are made of, and what the uses of the buffers are.
He then shows two types of a,ir wyenches, and tells what their
purpose As.

Questionsjo_Think_About:

1. Which air buffer resembles the.disc grinder?

2: How fast do tpe air buffers spin?.

3. How fast does the disc grinder spin?

4. What is the purpose of the polishers?

5: What are the two shapes of the. air Wrenches?
Y.

6. What is the main use of the air. wrenches?

(Part 6)

Heri.ert Nishii explains the zip gun (panel cutter) and
the attachments for it which you can use for various purposes.
He shows a drawing on the blackboard of what the attachment for
cutting metal wauld look like.

Questions To Think'About:

i. What is the basic use of the zip gun?

2 With other attachments, what other things can you do with the
zip gun?

34 .
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temiletse4

(Part 1)

Multiple Choice (TrA)

1. Power tools are run on

a.

b.

2. You

sunlight,
air.

c. electricity.
d. water.

have to be careful with your power tools because

a. they are convenient.
b. they are all grinders.

3. Electrical currents could

a. abUse any of the tools.
b. give you a shock.

4. Air tools

c. they are hazardous:
d. they are water-powered.

c. run on your air lines.
d. be in working order.

a. are careful. c. run on air lines from
b. are powerful. a shop compressor.

d. are good to breathe.

5. Air tools are dangerous because

a. air produces a lot of power. c. air is detigerous.
b. air runs on electricity. d. air gives a shock.

6. When you use power tools,

a. wear gloves. c. do not abuse them.
b. run away. d. be careful.

(Part 2)

Short Answer (TrC)

1. HoW many handles does the larger disc firinder have?

.2. What is the power source of the larger disc grinder?

Where is the on-and-off switch?

4. Which handle can you switch to either.sideof-ytnIr tOol?

35
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Short Answer (contiAled) ;

5. How long is the larger disc grinder/

6. How much does the larger disc grinder weigh?'

7. The sanding disc rotates at what speed?

B. If tbe moving disc touChes you, what will happen?

in your metal.

3. Also, the disc grinder is used to smoothen a metal called
, which is sometimes used for filling up

True:False (TrB)

1. The small, compact grinder has a pistol grip.

2. The small grinder has a trigger.

3. The smIalA Alrinder runs on electricity.

4. The small grinder weighs about 2 to 3 pounds.

5.. The small grinder is about 7 feet long.

the_planks (TrD)

1: The disc grinders are used for removing
removing , and smoothening
in your

2. The disc grinders are also used to locate

36 28 .
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Pick the Pictures (TrI)

a.

1.

2.

b.

3.

4.

3 -4
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.

(Part 3)

Multipla,Cholce (Tr/0

1. The two types of orbital sanders are the >

a. round type. c. square type.
b.. rectangular type. d. -triangular type. .

2. Orbital sander,* are used for'.

a. feather-edging.
b. painting a mdtal surface. \
c. making circles.
d. tapering the paint to"make a smooth surface from the old.

paint .to the bare metal.

3. The feather-edged surface

a. is smooth.
b. is tapered paint.

c. has a big step.
d. is tapered metal.

Short Answer (TrC)

1. What is another name for thh orbital sander?

2. How big is the rectangular orbital sander?

3. What do you use with the orbital sander?

4. Where is the ofi-and-off switch on the rectangular orbital
sander? "

5. How do you turn the rectangular orbital sander on?
%)*

6. How do you hold the round orbital sailder?:

7. What is ahother use for the orbital sander?

I
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Pick the Pictres (TrD)

a.

1.

2

(Part 4)

FilLin the Blanlss (TrD)

1., This tool is used for

2. This tool is called the

3. You use '

4. One hand grips the
the

5. The straight-line

6. The straight-line
the-speed-file is

7J The straight-line
wide and

8. The straight-line

9. Again, the purpose of the straight-line sander is

b.

de-

hands to hold it.

and the other hand holds

sander resembles the

sander is.powered by
a hand tool which'is powered by

sander-is about
?inches.long.

sander weighs about

, but

a

pounds.

31
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Label.the_pictures (Trh)

2.

(Part 5)

Multiple Choice (TrA) 4

The polisherS are alio called

A

a. portions. c. electric grinders.

b. air buffers d. compounders.

2. The larger polisher resembles

a. the smaller one. c. an orbital sander.

b. a disc grinder. d. a straight-line sander,

3. The polishers spid at about
''S

2,500 - 3,000 r.p.m.
c. 2so mpo - 30,000 r.p..'

::
4,000 - 5,500 r.p.m.

d. 3,000 - 4,500 r.p.m.

4. The pol

;11)

erS spin . the electric grinders.

a. sl than c. at the SAMS speed as

b. fa er than, d. at double Opt sicleed of

32 .
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Multiple Choice (continued)

5. The polisher heads are made of

a. cloth.
b. polish.

. The polishers are used for

a. ,compounding carsk
b. shining shoes.-

Label the Pictcures

1.

,

:61111111111111ive

d. s r.

0, painting cars.
d. polishing cars after

painting-them.

2.

'33



Label tho Pictures (contin ed)

3.

Multiple Choice (TrA)

1. Air wrenches ctae in

a. ratchet shapes.
b. pistol shapes,

2. You use air wrenches to

a. removp nuts and .bolts faster.
b. remove air tools.

(Part .6)

Multiple Choice (TrA)

1. This tool 4s mainly used for

1.

A,

a. hand-form shapes.
d. square shapes.

c. remove the air.
d. remove the shapes.

a. cutting panels. 0. separating welded metal.
b. cutting metal. d, welding metal.

2. What are two names lcor this tool?

a. final tool. c. sip gun. , -b. panel cutter. iL attachments. s

/II 34
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e.

MultiplelChoice (continued)

3. To use the zip gun you need
f

a. welds. c. hammers.
b. attachments. d. illustrations.

4. With the zip gun you can also

a. hammer things. c. fiy.eggs.
b. screw things. d. smaih things.

5. The zip ()tin attachment fqr cutting metal is

a., thick.
b. long.

Label the Pictures (Trp)

III

c. sharp.
d. heavy.

* co

5

"&.

2.

43
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Label the -Picturee (continued)

3. 4.

6.

3



Label tpe Picturei (continued)

7. e.

.*

10.

15
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UNIT IV

VIDEO LECTURE (SERIES A)

USE,OF HAMMIER AND DOLLY

NUMMI

(Part 11

Herbert Wishii, introduces the lecture, explains the proper

F
way to hold the finishing hammer,. and he also shows h to

_..control the motion of tho hammer+ when doing boly and nder work.

Questions To Think About:

I. What tools will you use in metal bumping and dingIng?

2. How do you hold a hammer when you pound nails?

3. How ehould you hold your hammer for body and fender work?

(Part 2)

1 In this part of the lecture, Herbert Nishli explains how
to hold the dolly and demonstrates the hammer-pn-dolly technique.

Questions To Think About:

1. Mow do fou hold the dolly?

2. For hammer-on-dolly technique, where do you place the dolly?

3. Why does the metal bulge sometimes when you hammer-on-dolly?

4. How can you prevent the metal from bulging?

,e



Preview continued

(Part 3).

In th
dollY t

art, Herbert Nishii demonsi;Ates the hammer-off-
.

ailin metal bumping and dinging.

guestions' INS Think Abotit

I. For hammer-oft-dolly, where do you place the dolly?

2. When you.hammer-off-dolly, do you bounce the dolly?

3. What is the purpose of the hammer-off-dolly technigne?

(Part 4)

This part shows some illUserations 'of the pOSitions of the
hammer and dolly for the himmer-on-dolly and hammer-off-dolly
technique..

qUestions To Think About!

1. How do you.position the,tools for hamner-on-dolly technique?

2. How do you position 1.1%e toOls for hammer-off-d6lly technique?
7

TV

_

'

17 39



@XERCISE4

(Part 1)

Multiple Choice (TrA)

1. The basic operation called "metal bumping and dinging".
with the use of the hammer and dolly is also called

a. using two tools. c. 'pulling 6peration.
q01. hammer-on-dolly operation. d. metal operation.

2. The hammer you use for metal bumping and dinging is the

a. finishing hammer. c. ball-peen hammer.
b. picking hammer. d. shrinking hammer.

3. When you hammer nails, you

a. grip the hammer tight.
b. control the hammer with

your wrist.

c. hold the hammer with
your fingers.

d. pound away.

4. 'In body and fender work, you have to control your hammef

e a. through your wrist. c. through.your arm.
b. through your palm. d. through your fingertips.

5. You should hold the finishing hammer handle

a. in your palm.
b. between your thumb and fingertips.
c. in the back of your palm.
d. with your wrist.

IV 40



Pick the Pictures (TrI)

a .

2.

Pick the Pictures (TrI)

a,

IV

b .
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Pick the Pictures (continued)

C.

(Part 2)

1.

Multiple Choice (TrA)

1. Another name for the dolly block is

a. hammer.
b. tool box.

c. high crown dolly.
d. puller'.

2. The part of the dolly you use when hammering metal js

a. only the high crown.
b. just the flat part.

a.
b.

c.
d.

any part.
the point.

twd basic operations with a dolly are

hammer-qn-dolly.
hammer-on-dolly.

4. The metal will bulge if

a. you baud. the dolly.
b. you don't bdunc the .dolly.
C. you feel comfortable.
d. ydu hold the dolly in place.

IV

g. hammer-bylidolly.
d. hammer-off-dolly.

so 1

..
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Multiple. Choice (continued)

5; When you hammer-on-dolly, yqu should

a. sometimes fel the contour of the body.
b. not bounce your dolly.
c. stretch the metal.
d. bounce your Niolly.

Draw Lines (TrF)

conform hit
finishend up shape
fitblow wind up
matchcontour part
piece

.portion

'Mart 3)

Multiple Choice (TrA)

1. The purpose of hammer-ote-dolly.is to

A. find a low nor.
b. hammer a higfi spot down.

2. A .high spot is
1

G.

-e.; an area of raised metal.
b. a ridge in the metal.

3. For haMmer-off-dolly, you

a. place the dolly behind the low spot.
b: push the dolly up.
c. use a springing action wItn tne dolly.
d. hewer on the high spot,
ft. hammer with the dolly.

.4. When you have finished the ha1mer-off-do4y technique,

c. push a lbw spot up.
d. make a slight ridge.

'

c. a hole in the metal.
d. a low area in the metal.

a. the high spot beg become lower.
b. the high spot hie gotten bigger.
c. the low spot has risen.
d. the low spot has become lower. *
e. the whole metal area has beComs highei.

Iv 43
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Multiple Choice (continued)

5. The pound of the hammer-off-dolly is the

sound of the hammer-on-dolly.

,p. higber than c. the saMe as'
.b. lc:Aver than

6. 'After you finish hammer-off-dolly,or hammer-on-dolly, you can

a. plastic fill. c. dent the metal.
b. gTind the metal. d. pull the dents.

(Part 4)

fill in the Blanks (TrD)

1. Fjor hammer-ow:dolly, you place the dolly behind the
spot. '

2. For hammer-off-dolly, you place the dolly behind the

spot.

3. For hammer-off-dolly and hather-on-dolly, you hammer directly
onto the spot.

4. For hammer-off-dolly, you the dolly.

Multiple Choice (TrA)

A. The primary purpose of hammer-on-dolly and hammer-off-dolly it.

% a. to smoothen metal. .

b. to grind the metal.

IV

c. to plastic fill.
d. to weld the metal.

'
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Pick the Pictures (TrI)

a.

1,

4

Iv

ASI

b .
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UNIT V

.M/IDEO LECTURE ISERIES A)

PICKING AND FILING

(Port 1)

In .thin pert of the lecture, Herbert Nishii introduces
the picking and filing operation. He afeetelle whichtoOls
are used for this technique, and,tetle when and why picking
and filing is done.

21eat1dna To Think About:

1. What are the parts of the pick hammer?

2. What are the parts of.the Vixen file? -

,

.3. Is picking and filing often done in autobody shops?

(Part )

In this part of the lecture, HerbeA hishii Shows how to
hold and use the picking hammer to pick up a dent.

gueslkons,To Think About:
.11

1. What is the correct way to hold the'pick hammer? ,

2. How do you find the correct spot for picking?

40



Preview continued

(Part 3)

In this part of the lecture, Herbert Nishii ekplains the -

use of the Vixen file for filing the area which was picked up.
This process'permits you to make a smooth metal surface without
using plastic filler.

Questions To Think About:

1. pbat,is the correct way to hold the Vixen file?

2. What does the blade of the Vixen file look like?

3. Why don't you need plastic filler?

55
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45

ION=
(Part 1)

0

Fill in the Blinks (TrD)

1. This lecture is to demonstrate a teauligue for creating a
job.

2. The. tools you'use for picking and filing are the
and the

3. You will use the . of your hammer for picking.

4.. The Vixen.file has two parts, a and a

S. The Vixen file blade has a cutting - -
6. Picking amid filing is done on carH which are owned by

Or

7. Picking and.filing is rarely done
ilecause

.

Pick the Pictures' (TrI)

b.

in the autobody shop

441,441.,.

.4

. .
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Pick thetures (continued)

C.

(Part 2)

Short Answer (TrC)

1. When holding the pick.hammer for picking, in what direction
does your Lndex finger poinO

2. Where are your other fingers and your thumb when holding the
pick hammer?

3.: What pert of your body do you move when using the picking
hammer?

4. How do you locate the area you want to pick up?

5. Is it necessary to draw an X?

V

,
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' (Part 3)

Multiple Choice (TrA)

I. On the blade oe the Vixen file are

a. grooves. c. strokes.
b. ridges. .d. htinds.

2. The direction that the ridges curve

a. is where you grab,
b. is the direction you push or pull the file.
c. in the direction the fi.le Won't cut.
d. is he direction the, file will cut.

3. ff the ridges are pointing towards the front, and if you pull
the file, it

a. will cut the pimples off.
b. will not cut the pimples off.
c. will make ridges in the file.
d. will cross the fil!e.

4. Wen you file in one direction and then in another direction;
you are doing a type of filing called

a. back-filing. c. front-filing.
'b. opposite-filing. d. cross-filing.

5. The reason pickin.g and filing is called a quality job is that

a. you pick up all the low spots.
b. you create a smooth finish with the metal itself.
c. you use no plastic filler.
.d. you do a nice job.

Short Answer (TrC),.

I. 4.To finish the.picking and filinn job, what Will Herbert Nishii
have to do?

2. How will Herbere Nishii know when all the low spots have binen
picked up?

3. Why does picking and filing demand a lot of patience?
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UNIT VI

VIDEO LECTURE (SERIES A)

USE OF THE D'ISC GRINDER

.r

In this part of the lecture, Herbert Nishii gives an
introduction to the lecture. He then describes thie disc grinder,
tells what it is used for, and names the parts of the grinder.

Questions To Think About:

1. ,Is an electric disc,grinder a dangerous machine?

2. What are the uses of the disc grinder?

3. What are the different parts of the disc grinder?

(Part 2)

In this part of the lecture, Herbert Nishii tells about
and shows the various abrasive discs used with the disc grinder.
He then tells what kinds of jobs the different discs are used
for.

Herbert Nishii then demonstrates how to put a divc on the
disc grinder backing pad.

Then the two methods of grinding are explained. The
method for smoothening the metal to produce a quality job
is. explained in detail first.

Then the other method for using the disc grinder is
explained. This method is used to create a rough surface on
the metal for plastic filler to adhere to.

Questions To dthink,Aboutt

1. What are the three types of discs used in autobody shops?

2: What is the numbeT of the grit for each type of disc?

3. 'How dd you put a disc on the grinder?

4. How many discs do you need when your purpose is to smoothen
the metal and not use plastic filler?

51
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Treview continued

questions To'Think About: (continued)

5. How many discs do you need When your purposels to roughen
the surface in order to use plastic filler on it?

: (Part 3)

In this part ot the lecture, Herbert Nishii tells you"
first, about safety measures necessary when using the disc grinder.
Hellyntions how to protect yourself from the dangerous cutting
edge, the electrical current and cord, and how to protect your
face and eyes from pieces of metal and paint thrown from the.
grinding surface.

He also demonstrates both grinding techniques, the one
for smoOthening the metal for a quality job, and Chen the one
for roughening the metal (in order to apply plantic fillerron
it later). He also tells you how to avoid warping the panels
as you grind,

Questions To ThinK About:

. Hoy fast does the,d4pc of .t.he disc grinder rotate?

.2. 'How can yon reduce the possibility of getting shocked?

J. What is the purpose of the safety shield?

\ 4. 'When you grind the metal for a quality smoothenitig, job, how
much ot the disc do you'use?

5. When you grind' the metal to roughen it, hoW much of the disc
do yoU use?

6. Why should you feel the metal occasionally as you grind?

VI -
Go
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(Part 1)

Short Answer (TIT)

1. What kind of machine is the disc grinder?

2. What is the power source of Herbert Nishii's disc grinde'r?

3. What are four uses of the disc grinder?

4. Name the seven parts of the disc grinder.

(Part"2)

Multiple Chpice (TrA).

1. What are three types of abrasive dil;cs?

a. fine c. medium
b. smooth d. coarse

2. The 16-grit disc is used for creating a ,

"a. nbugh surface.
b. fine urface.

3. The 16-grit disb is used

c. smooth surface.
d. nice job.

A. to remove paint. c. on anyone.
b. before using plastic filler. d. on bumpers.

Draw 14nee (TrF)

36-grit

16-grit

24-grit

medium grit

heal)y grit

. fins grit

Multtple_Choice (TrA)

1. The 24-grit.disc is

a. used for grinding bumpers. c. used like the 16-grit disc. '

b. used for picking up metal. d. finer than the 16-grit
disc.

VI 53



Multiple.Choice (continued)

2. The 36-grit disc ks used for

a. grinding hoods.
b. polishing paint.

c. removing paint.
d. grinding bumpers

before re-chroming.

Number in Order (TrE)

To put a aisc on a grinder, you

put the lock unit back into the center.

remove the lock unit .

tigheen the lock unit.

turn the backing pad.

put you-r disc on the backing. pad.

hold the back of the,grinder.

take off the backing pad.

put the backing pad on the grinder.

Multiple Choice (Tr-A)

J. When You want to smoothen metal for a quality job, you

use only a rough 16-grit sandpaper .
b. uso 16-grit, then 24-grit, and then 36-grit sandpaper.
e. grind with almost the whole area of your disc.
d. grind with the edge of the disc for economy.

2. When you want tii.prepare a surface for plastic filler, yoU

VI

s.

A. use only A7.rough 16-grit sandpaper.
b. use 16-grit, then 24-grit, and then 36-grit sandpaper...,
c. grind with almost the whole area of your disc.
d. grind with the edge of the disc for economy.
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APart. 3)

A

Multikle Choice (TrA)

I. If yoy put your hand on the edge of

a. go '1,500 r.p.m.
b. smoothen your hand.

2. To eliminate or reduce the possibi

a. shbuld check the cord for bre
b. use a two-prong plug.
c. make sure all the prongs are grounded.'
d. break the cord.

the moVing disc, you will

C. get a slice or cut.
d. get 4-nice clean hand.

ity of gettlng shocked, you

ka and tears.

3. To protect your eyes you shout

a. wear overalls. c. wear scratches.
b. wear a safety shield. d. look dirty.

4. Before you plug the grinder in,'make sure

a. everything is attached.
b. your disc is on.
g.

.d.
you den't have to change anything,
you put onleour face shield.

5. For the quality grindi'ng method, you

a. use only the edge of the disc.
b. use only ane coarse disc.
c. use as much of the disc as possible.
d. use three discs, changing them from coarse to fine.

6. For the preparation for filler grinding method,

a. the angle of the disc is tilted.
.

b.

c.
keep the disc as flat as you can.
never touch the metal.

d. use the 1p4st amount of area on the disc.

7. If

a.
b.

the meCal gets hot enOugh to burn your hand

you should take chances.
you should hot touch it.

- c.
d.

chances are great that the panel will warp. /e
water will warp it.

8. To keep your metal from getting too hot, you shoUld

a. feel the metal often. c. use water.
b. keep the grinder tilted. d. keep the grinder moving.

Vt

,
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UNIT VII

VIDEO LECTURE (SERIES A)

PLASTIC FILLING

(Part 1)

This part of the lecture is an introduCtion to plastic

filling, First, Herbert Nishii explains that the use of plastic

filler has revolutionized the autobody industry. He then shows

the tools and supplies used in filling dents.

Questions To Think About:

1. Why has the use of plattic filler ctianged the autobodY

industry so much?

2. What was used to fill dents before plastic filler was

created?

3. What supplies will you need to use in filling dents?

4. What tools will you need?/

(Part 2)

In this part of the lecture, Herbert Nishii show. the types

of Surfaces ready for application of plastic filler. He then

shows how to prepare the plastic filler and cream hardener foil

Usw,,,, Ho then shows how to mix the plastic filler' with the

creak hardener.and how to apply it to the metal, surtabes,
lt

QueStions To Think About:

1. Do you need to remove all of the paint trOm the metal to

prepare the surface for plastic filler? Why or why tot?

2. Why does Herbert Nishii massage thb cream hardener tube?

3. Whx, is it necessary to keep the plastic filler can covered/
-

/.

4

,S"..-.'! .
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Preview cofitinued

(Nestions.To.Thipk_About: (continued)

4. When you mix the cream hardener and the- plastit filler
together, how long should you keep mixing?

.5. How do you clean your tools?

(Part .1)

In this part of the lecture, Herbert Nishii demonstrates
. how to cut, shape, and sand the plastic filler.

Questions To Think About:
.t

1. Should you take any safety precautions when cdtting and
sanding plastic filler?

2. When should you begin to cut the plastic filler?

3. What part of the Bondo file do you use when cutting and
shaping the plastic filler?

4. When you use the feather-edger to sand the plastic filler,
' what different grits of sandpaper could you use?

es
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PRACUE4

(Part 1).

Multiple Choibe (TrA)

.1. Plastic filling has revolutionized,the autobody industry
because -

0

a. it has cut time in half.
b. body work can be done very quickly.
C. it is very interesting.
d: production is speeded up.
e. it is a hand tool.

2. Before plastic filler was created, they filled Onto. with

a. rough paint. 4? c. lead.
b. sand. a. sheet metal.

.3- The brand name of the plastic filler which.Herbert ls
using is

a. Cuz. c. Catalyst.
b. Napa. d. Filler.

4. "Hardening agent" also means

a. filler. c. catalypt.
b. hard surface. - d. hardener.

5. Other tools you cab use for this operation are

plastic sglee-gees. c. Bonds:I files.
b. putty knived. d. hardware stores.

6.. Another A10145 fair-Rondo file is

a. surface file.
b.0.resin file.

77 Rondo files are used to -A

c. razor blade.
d. sur-form file.

a. shape the plastic filler before it hardeds.
b. shine the plastic filler.

sand the plastic liller before it hardens.
d. cut the plastic filler befote it fiardens.

yrr I`
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Multiple Choice icontinued)

B.. Cardboard is not a good surface for mixing Hondo becaus
a. it is not flat. c. it soaks up the liquids in Bondo.b. it is colored. d. it is a power tool.

9. For smoothening the Rondo use the

a. feather-edger. c. sanding block.b. orbital sander. d. dinging hammer.

10. The lower the number on your sandpaper

a. the finer, it is.

11. The 40-grit sandpaper is a

a. fine sandpaper.
b. medium sandpaper.

.b. the rougher it is.

c. coarse sandpaper.

12.. The 150-.grit sandpaper is a

a. fine sandpaper. c.
b. medium sandpaper.

13. The finest sandpaper on the market is

4. 36-grit. c. 100-grit.b. 40-grit. d, 600-grit.

coarseesandpiper.

(Part 2)

Multiple Choice (TrA)

1. What are the two surfaces for plastic filling which Herbertklishii shows in,the lectUre?

a. bare metal surface c. 36-grit surfaceb. wet.surface d. rough surface

2. Which surface is recommended on your plastic filler can?

a. bare metal p. rough

3. Which surface isrecommended in the industry',-

a. bare metal b. rough

59
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Multiple Choice (continued)

i. Why should you make a rough surface when you.need to work fast?

a. The rough grinding Acts less
b. The rough grinding looks better.
C. The plastic filler bonds to the rough surface better.
d. It will peel nicely when it is rough.

5. Why is a bare metal surface not good when you need to work fast?

a. The bare metal is not shiny enough.
b. You can.'t paint right away.
c. The plastic'filler tends to peel from the bare metal slirface.
d. The bare metal has a rough surface.

6. You,need to mix your plastic filler because Oil'

a. liquid rises to the top of the can.
b. heavier material rises to the top of the can.
c. liquid settles at the bottoin of the can .
d. heavier material settles at the bottom of the can.

When you mix the cream hardener with the plastic'filler

a. the filler gets hard.
b. you can put the filler back into the can.
c. do not put the filler back into the can.
d. the filler will separate.

R. To mix the cream hardener, you

a. ese a putty knife, c. massage the tube.
b. put filler inside, d. use a aqueergee.

9. You should always cover your filler no that

a. all of the liquids evaporate.
.

b. none oe the ,/iquids evaporate.
c. air"does not get in it.
0.. air will iget in it.

JO. When you mix the cream *hardener and the plastic filler
together, you should use a

a, switrling motion. c. putty knife.
b. kneading motion. d. squee-gee.

II. You should mix the cream hardener and plastic filler until
,

a. alA the streak!' come out.--
b. it looks like bread.
c. it has streaks of red and light grey Alit.
O. it has an even color, all the way throu4111.

VII 60
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Multiple Choice (continued)

. 12. After you apply the plastic filler,'remeMber, to

a., have soft spots in your filler.
b. wash your hands.
ce clean your tools.
d. look for very yery hard spots.

(Part 3)
6

U. .

'Multiple Choice (TrX)

1, To protect your lungs.from plastic filler dust, you need

. a. plastic fifYer. c. a Bondo file.
b. a particle mask. .d. a respirator.

2. you,should cut-the Rondo when it is

a. hard.

,

c. still a little soft.
b. hardening a little bit. d: in your-mask.

-3. When you are filing remember to

a. cross file.
b. double your work.
c. grt the plroper contour

; d. drop your file.

e.
f.

9
h. wnrk slowly.

work from inside-out.r.
work from the outside
edge in.
work comfortably.

4. With a 'half-round Rondo file, you.shoulkUse .

;

a. the whble Eile.
b. the middle of the file,.

c. the outside edge.
d. the end ofbhe file.

. When you use the feather-edger to sand plastic filler, you
can use

A. a 36-grit Or 40-grit'sandpaper.for fast'sanding.
b. 0.60-grit or BO-grit sandpaper for fait sanding.
c. a 36-grit'cr 40-grit sandpaper for smooth sanding.
d: "0 60-grit or BO-grit sandpaper for Smooth sanding.

6. l a she4), when you are Working fast for production, what
.tool do yob use tosand the plastiC filler?

c. sanding block
9. feather-edger

0. Vi,ien file
b. Rondo file

Vit



Multiple Choice (continued)

7. You are finished with your body work when you

a. finish,eanding. c. put on A 1004
b. put on glazing putty. . d. finish painting.

1.
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UNIT ytti

VIDE() LEcTuRE (SERIES A)

WELDING

mhr

(Part 1)

Herbert Nishii gives an introduction to welding by namingand comparing the two types of welding setups which can be foundin shops. He also explains the uses of the oxyacetylene torches.He then names and explains the parts of the oxyacetylene torchsetup. Finally, he shows and explains the other equipment,tools, and materials needed for oxyacetylene welding or brazing.

Questions-To Think About:

I. What are the two types of welding setups?

2. What is the oxyacetyleee torch used for in an autobody shop?
3. What are the pares of the oxyacetylene torch setup?
4. What are the tools and supplies needed for oxyacetylene-welding?

(Part 2)

Herbert Nishii tells about safety measures for welding.He.-then shows how to turn oh the tanks and regulators and adjustthe flame on the torch. He explains the proper way to preparethe surface for welding, and then explains and shows the procedures.for steel rod weldihg. He also.shows how to quench the weldedarea, hammer the weld down, and use the wire brysh to keep thesurface/clean. He makes a good, even weld (bead), and thenmikes a bad, uneven bead so you can oompare the way they look:

22eations To Think About:

1. What are twoisafety meaiures for welding?

2. What is the correct sequence for turning on.and adjustingthe tanks and regulators end torch valves?
^
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Preview continited

Quemtions To_Think_41outi (continued)

3. How can you prepare the surtiece for we'lding?

4. Why do !eon quench'the mutat?

1. Why do ybu use the wire brush?

6. What is.the bad weld (bead) called?

(Part, 1)

Herbert Nishil demonstcates the welding movements of the

torch tip and rod, with the torch flame off to iihow the movements

more clearly. Me then explZains And demonstrates the brazing
techniques. He showirthe equipment, tools, and supplies...
he will need. He deqpnstrates the metal fieating procedure for

brazing, arid how to coat the rod with flex and apply the braze,,

onto the metal. He makes two brazes 90 tliat the appetitances of

a good one. and an uneven one can be compared. He also explains
the method' of puttin4 a pp,tch onto metal by tack welding and
stitch welding to make a continuous braze. Finally, Herbert
Nishii shows the correct sequence to turn off all valves,,tanks

and regulators.

Questions To...Thilik. About:

1. What equipment, tools, and supplies.ary needed for brazing?

2. How should you heat the metal surtac6' for brazing?

3. How shoUld you coat the brazbng rod with flux?

4. What does a good braze bead look Like?

5. What does
1
a bad braze bead look like?

6.

44
What 14 a stitch weld? What is a tack welq?

° I

1. Why should you apply patches with tacks and then stitches,

rather than just continting to weld all the way around the

patch?

8. What is the correct sequence for turning off the valves,

tanks, awl regulators?

4-
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(Part 1)

True-yalse (Tr8)

1. In this iecttye Herbert Nishii will demonstrate the arewelidn9 elect ical torch setup.

2. Most shops do not eve arc welders.

1. Most shops special ze in frame repair.

4. Oxyacetylene torche are used.for making patches and
for welding tears and breaks in fenders.

5. Oxyacetylene torches are cheaper than arc welders.

6. Oxyacetylene torches are not as dangerous as arc welders.

Fill in.the.Hlanks (Tr1.

1., The large, green container has in it:

2. The smaller container has

3. Illte acetylene tank in painted
QC

in it.

is a flammable gas.

5. is a non-flammable gas._

6. show how much gas you have in your tanks.

7. with smaller numbers show how much pressure
.

S. The regulator and main valve are used to
the gas.

9. The acetylene line on your torch, is colored 4

lo. The oxygen line on your torch is colored.

11. The torch tip comes off very easily and canbe put on very eaualy. -

\-12. You should poinC your torch tip in the direction'that the
point.

VIII .11
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rill in the_Blanks (continued)

13. If you have the torch tAp in the proper direction, you have
easier to your valves.

14. If your hand or wristaccidentally moves a valve on the torch,
you might _ your mixture of oxygen and acetylene.

.

Short Answer (TrC)

1. Name six other thlnqs:you will use when you are weldirig.

2. What ffe the names of the three typos of rods shown in the
lecture?

1. What are the brazing rods used for?

4. What are the welding rOds used for?

(Part .2)

Cloie (TrO)

Okay. To introduce you a little bit more into your

betore I start actual welding, would be your

. the safety, you don't have to r

very much. Jlist have tb remember to wear your g

protect.your eyes from any !; flyino from the'

welded area. Also it's to p your eyes from

ept,ting blind, from gettirsrb . Because theHe. lorises
- -

Atitlp treated, they'ke dark, dark lenses. They're d - _ _ _ p'

ttian your regular Hun glasses. They protect. yoer eye a lot.
$

b . Another thing is, whet) yqp,work with ,your

of using a righter,,a requla.r cigarette

try 'to use your s . Your Wriker produces orkly the

spark to 1 the t rch. It doesn't prOduce a q

.0. and a spark,. whi h your lig ter es. He trAo uso only. your. .
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3hortljiswer (Tre)

I. Where should you stand when turning the tanks on?
2. What would happen if the regulator joint breaks or tsfaulty?

3. Why shouldn't you breathe the acetylene gas?

4. Wha should you do lf you have any teaks in your acetylenetank, regulator, hose, or torch?

5. If somebody lights a cigarette when there is an acetyleneleak in your torch setup, what might happen?

6. Is oxygen flammable when it is concentrated?

Number in Order (TrE)

To prepare your equipment for welding,

use the striker to light the torch.

adjust the omagen pressure to 10 on the regulator.

turn on the acetylene tank main valve a quarter-turn.
Aopen the oxygen valve on the torch.

adiust the'acetylene pressure to 5 on the regulator.

turn on the oxygen tank main valve all the way.

open the acetylene valve on the torch.

1,11Lin_the. Blanks (TrD)

1. 4Right after you light your torch, the-acetylene will create'a flame with a lot of

2. When you turn up the acetylene, the flame will
and there will be a lot less

. there Will alsobe a color close to the torch tip.

3. When you open the oxygen, an ideal flame will have a
in the middle.

4. If you have too much oxygen, there-will be asound.
\

5. If you have too littlo oxygen, you will have a long,
flame with two separate

67
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Fill_ln the_Blanks (continued)

6. When you turn off your torch, you turn off your
first.

Short hnswer (TrC)

1. How do you prepare the metal surface for welding?

2. What is the purpose of steel welding rods?

.3. What is the purpose of your hammer in this, procedure?

4. What is the purpose of the wire brush?

5. What is the purpose of the water and rag?

6. If you put too much heat onto your panel, what might happen?.

Multiplo,Choice (TrA)

1. In steel rod welding you heat up the panel to make a

a. Panel shape. .c. molten puddle.
b. panel warping. d. neutral flame,

.
After heating your panel, you put the "steel rod into the
puddle to make your

4

a. hvat. c. flame.
.b. torch. d. bead.

3.. The ideal flame for your torch is also called a

a. bead. c. rod.

b. neutral flamd. d. liquid state.

4. You should hold your torch at 'an an%le of

a% forty-five degrees.
b. fifty-five degrees.

c. fourteen degrees.
d. ninety degrees.

5. As you weld, . might get on your cloOes.

a. filler
' b. sparRs1

6. To get .. an even bead you need

a. a friend.
4. money.

C. paint
d. dirt

c. rods.
d. practice.
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Multiple.Choi6e (continued)

7. An uneven bead is also called
-

h. an ugly bead.
b. chickens.

(Part 3)

Fill in the Blanks (TrD)

1. When you weld, you should let the
touft the metal itself.

c. chicken-shit.
d. steel rod welding.

in the flame

2. You should move the torch tip in smell

3. As the molten puddle forms, you keep the torch moVing

4. It takes a lot practice in order to get

short_Answer (TrC)

1. Why are there two types of brazing rods?

2. What is Ahe white coating on one of the brazing rods?

3. How do you cOat the brazidg rod which roes not have the
white coating?

4. Which kind of brazing rods do most shops halie? Why?

5. Do you create a molten puddle when you\are brazing?

6. When, you heat the metal, what color sliould it be? -

7. What is the welding or brazing torch flame called?

B. To coat ttie brazing rod with flux, what two things do you
need to do?

9. As you'are brazing, how often do you need to flux'coat your
rod?

A

10. What ia the purpose of the flux?

Fill in qle Blanks (TrD)

1. You don't want a big bead when yin, are brazing because
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rill in the Blanks (continued)

2. You should try to keep your bead very and

3. Your hammer is used to

4. Your wire bruish is used to

5. A goo'd bead is and

Number.in_Order (TrE)

To braze the metal, you

dip the rod in'to the can of flux.

use your 'hammer.

heat the metal 'to a ?Merry red.

use the wire brush.

heat the end of the brazing rod.

your braze.

apply the rod and torch to the heated metal,

quench the area.

LabeLtheyictures TrH)

PISTMOttilegilt

la

2.
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Label_the Pictures (cOntinued)

1'7
3.

MultIple choic (TrA)

1. You need.to tack and stitch weld because

a. contlnuous welding is faster.
b. continuous welding will oyer-heat the panel.
c. tacking-and stitching look better.
d. flocking and stitching is harder to do.

2. When, you are welding or brazing, if Ehe panel gets too hot
you should

A, burn yourself.
b. make a'continuous bead.
c. turm the flame away from the panel.
d. squench the metal.

3. You can learn more ibout welding from

a. shop experience. c. reading up on it.
i b. school. d. the newspaper.
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NUmber_in_Order i$TrE)

TC turn off thewalves, tanks and regulators, you

turn off the oxygrn valve on your torch.

open the acetylene valve on your torch, let the acetylene
ipscape from the line, and close the valve.

. tern off the acetylene tank.

turn off the oxygen tank. -

open the acetylene tank regulator,

open the oxygen valve on your torch, let the oxygen escape
from the line, and close the valve.

open the oxygen tank regulator.'

turd off the.:icetylene valve on your torch. 1.
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'UNIT IX

VIDEO LECTURE (SERIES 'A)

.THE SPRAY GUN

pRthr:LER

(Part 1)

In thim introduction, Herbert Nishii explaAus the importance
of the spray gun in autobody repair work. He then tells Chet.
uses of the.three tytes of apray guns found iR autobody shops,
and also mentions the names of:three manufacturers of good
quality spray guns.

;.,

Qyestions To Think About:

1. Why is the spray. gyp (arid the paint job it produces) so
important in autobOdy repair shoga?

2. What are the threetypeekof moray guns?

3. What are the names of three Manufacturers of good paint guns?

4.. Which is-the newest model Taint gun?

(Part 2)

Next; Herbert NishiA namis and describes the functions of
many parts of the spray tun.

_QUestions To-Think About:

1. What are the names of the 'spray gun parts?

2. How many adjustment knobs are there?

3. How do vou find out how much air presaure s going into the
gun?

4: What will keep the paint from dripping out of the Sharpe
model gun if you are painting.upside down or sideways with
it?

'Et
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PrevieW continued

(Part 3)

Herbert Nishii describes the adjustment& for the spray
gull in more detail.

Que&tion& To Think About:

1. How do,you change the size (width) of your fan (spray \
pattern)?

2. ifow do you adjust the amouilt of air going into the gun?

3. how do you adjust the,amount\pf paint coming out of yqur
gun?

\

Wow do you make a horizontal fan (spray pattern) become a
vertical one?
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MAU-S-EA

:(Part 1)

.Multiple ChoiCe (TrA)
.

1. ,Thelspray gun is one' of themost important tools in yobr shopbecause
,.-:-

.

,

.
.a. it does important body work. .

b. it creates the paint job that cusrtomers see. rc. you will paint the body-fender shop with it. .d. it is very ilossy and smooth.' %
4'

I

c
i2. A primer gun Ys

. A%

a. filled withprimer. N c. filled with lacquer.
b. spotlres. . r. d. dirty. ,,.

,., 3.. A lacguen.guh is
C

a. used for,touch-ups.
b. a junk gun.

..

.1
fir

. .

sil. An enamel'gun'is

'...../
....'C. used for priming.

d. ehiny and clean,
. .

ilk i
-

a. used for comploariPpafet jobs. C. clean and,shiny..
b. 'filled with latguer. 4. dirty. ... 1, - N._ .4.. .. ,,. .5. if you hav 4 paint gun, youiroyld

.' a. keep it hiny. C. ktep it.' filled with dist.b. keep it clean.
-, d. keep msisture but ot the

%. . inside. k 1. a.

.
. ,Rinks, DeVillbus, and Shar 6.4re

*v....
. . i 0

-a. body shops.. ", c. old-timera.
b. 'palnt gun models. d. manufaqt0Xess of good

0. 1paint guns. '

I. The newermodel paint gun is the 0 .

r . (.: t .' . 4'
. 0 '. .../a. Binks.: c.'"MieVillbup, .b, Rondo. ' 9'd., 'Sharpe.. . jr

41.
. .

'14.' Why should you buYta "big name"/Ipine:gunT
.

:
. .a. -"Big name" manufacturere hAV6 a'fjood supplyKof Pailt gun,: .parts. I e.

b. You,can send your qtfil to thope mandacturers for servicing... 1.-c. They_Are good quality guns. A ,
4 -d., They-are cheaper ,guns..,..

-...1k. _ .

.

,7;i, 1 b

, .
/ ".-

,

.;.
,. ,..

i
: c ..i

. f 4 41. , ; ,. i,
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(Part 2)

. Short Answer (TrC1 )

. . .

1. righich part of the spray gun holds the paint?

2. Which part is where you hold it?
.

'.

.., 4 3. WhicH part do yo51411 to make the paint come out?
. . .. .

4. Which patt.do yomipsvesto remove sometimes,to overhap your
. gun? . . ..,

.. .... * '
1 . ,

.,*. .
. . 51 WhIch part Fovrols how mucfl.paint ih coming out of youf gun?

21.....; 6. Which part conti'ols how much.air, is goincr.into your On? ...
. - .

. . w

7. Wtsich part., tells the pxossure of ti-le air qping ..into ihe gun?
... e ' ..

.

A. Which part Is hApful forpainting iirside down or sideways?.
If

.5 -
.9. Which particontrolq how wide your sPray:is 411 it comes out. ad..of, your edn? r:

,
" .

. "I.,,-
.,. . , ,. , ... . ..Multiple Choice."(TrAf .

. .
:

' T. ,
,

" 1 . If yinr Whqt more pftnr .coming .out of the gun, you
3 .

. .a. ,apen the fluicl and,,adjustmen ,

C. c. close tpe ai .
bV tuirn uP the fluid 'adjustsment. turn Aown the fan., '.

2.. Ie you Want to Seray a large-surfacelyv-
,

. u .J .
U.

4
6. opgrl the Cluid valve. '' c. tu rn,down ttptalk pressure.
b. 461ose the 4luid valve .d. turn up, the air pressure. ,

. ,

3. If you want to.l.pr ay a smaller area,you-
.

a. open the fluid valve. 1 c. turn down the air presgute.
6 b. close the fluid hive. d. turn up the air,pressulre.
.

.,

4. If your air horme are veriiCal, your fan w f 11 be
. . . . .

a. ttocizontal.', c. up-a down. .v ..

b. vertical, d. sideways. 4'
. "., ..,,

, .. ,
. 54 If you want to spray with a WIJM-t0-side 'arm movelment, yoU ..

I,Out the ai horns 4 n.
., ..

"
1 .

,, O 6 '0:
. a. horizontal. -14' a. cr up'snd doWn.

- ... I?.' Vertical.
.

.

.'-'.' '1,' d. sidewayi.
. , .

,. li
.,
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gultiple.Choice (continued)

,6.- Another word for fpn is

a. valve.
'b. spray pattern..

c. fluid.
d. air horns.

7. You: shbuld paint so that the fan strokes

A. overlap hAlfway.
. b. cOver your,hand.

Label the Pictures (f0)

c: go opposite.
a. look simple.

.

r

t,.
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ONOT_ORI

(Part 11'

UNIT X

VIDEO LECTURE (SERIES A)

INTRODUCTION TO PAINTING

A

Herbert Nishii describeUthe two.typos of paint jobs done

, in autobody shops. He then lists on the blackboard,' in order

of 'preference. Cram' beet choice to worst, the types'af paint
'used for the two kinds of paint jabs. He then explains the

reasons for the preferences by explaining the characCeristics ,

of the different types of paint and the. production needs of the

autobody repair shops.

V.

gnestione_To_Think_About:

1. What are the'two types of peint Ibbn?

2. cWhat are the three typea of paints?'

Which peinf iS prefetred for which tyPe 6! job?

Which.paint dries fasteW

Which paint,has a vety high gloss and needs no.buffing or.

.compounding?

att 2)

lbw%

Herbert Nishii explAns the initial steps for preparing a

vir for a. cdpplete paint job.:This part Of thi leyture explaine-.

the preparations done before elm car is4taken into the paint.'.

booth.

9uestionKT9_Think About:

1. What are two kinds of Cleaning agents used to take the Wax;
7d1rt,.and polish oft a car before it ti painted?

.

2. What grit sandpaper should you uie when ending the car?

l. What materials can you use for meskifig the sr?

%
Why is a final blow down So imports(p?.

.

.
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Preview continued

;,

(Part 3)

kz,

11er6ert.Nishii explains the prepara tioq of the pray booth,
the 'painting-equipment, algid the finarpreparations-of the carwhich are done in the spray booth. We also explains the proper
tschniques for painting the whole car.

questions To Thipk.Aboutr

1. How do you prepare the phint booth?

. 2. After /ouput-the car into the spray booth, what can you
.use to remove any remaining duat,oh the car?

What Must you do to prePare the painting equipment?
.

What is a good technique for painting the car?

Does it matter which part of the cgr you begin painting'
f irst?

6. What is the pUrpoie .af th0 spray booth fan?

Aftla.

"

It

;

r

I.

I
1 I
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I

\

(Pa't-f. 0
. I. ,

,

Fill in th:e'llianks (TrD)

1: The tWo types of.paink jok",a are

AI

.-..'

.
2.. 'in.cOmpAte paint jobs, the preference is perOic enamel .,

i
because :. ,

.. 4.1

- .
. .

. ,

.

1 -,
..

. ,.
'a.. it .i.11 less 6W: . c, you don't Piave' td bulf ..ie ;
b,- . it has a hmirgioss.: d. yOu don't ,havW.to compound 1.t,.
0- . .

4. .In paint shbps the .malority'o? "lobs will usuailtbe
. ,,

4

In-toach-mp painting, the orde r of paint, preferenckd
first . , second . , 'and th

ki
. 0

3. In complete lint jabs, t:he order of paisit prerefloncel
f tst 1, second , , and 0'1

'

, 4.
Mult,tple Choic A ,./.e ITrA) ,

r-... .......... /

1%.. In touCt17-up ,patntinq . thd4iefere.;nce ts "acrgi 6 ttecip, -

because
1 .i

..v ..,

14 .1

I.ja. it is prottiet. ''. i C. 1. dries foster.
:b. it- is cheaper. d..%. the bbsso likes It.

. ,
%

,

9 .
I: 0 a

,

a., touch- 4ps '0. xliopletoo .r e

.b. f , .' on cuitdis:cArs.!
f .

..1,F

4 . uacquet ie ,m4o. wOrOthail ;1441amp1 paint 09 1*114se 'yOteht11.1, to

,
.

.4 k al.Sray 'so many Olo:'ti, .
..

4.. oahd the facqucq- costs, -,,.
i

C. buff the i ewe i. .- I,

d . weld the J., Cquer- ,
.

, \ .

3. ionat 't)tpe pf 'cArA, might get -rv eomOISt
.

It cuseom car - - ... .4, s Poti6man's bak,
..

a, cm e7 show -c4r. 'f,. si your oWil co:, .,,, ,, %

. A. . .:- .. -

. /.
,

,

like.440f. 067.
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tfualbtA p.tde.r (TrE)

r. Bafoe ytip pot the car n the paint booth for a complete paint-job:you have .to
1

pr workepare the body for,painting.

ple body Work.

,Prepare the whole.car for painting.

:
ch oisv (trA) t

A
-1, NOLA, iAse ,doweaserS to reimove the

;.,

d. polish.
..b. .wak. o. chroMe,

1

0, dirt.', t-., ..
-.I q' f. door edge.,

/
....'1,- .2. Wbot 'aro: tho riaAneia oil two degreasers br go1vent's2, ..,

. .

. V .

. IN, Prep SolJ.-1.y.. *cme .. fid. DuPont
. .i

.
When..'you, sand the ticmplete' car, ypu;can' use

I .
4. 16- gi4 .sgndpaper. c. 500-grit sandpaper.'b. 400-grit sandpaper. d. 600-grit ,sandpaper.

The ditt;etn ydiu should sand 4,g.

uPs 'ana down.4r..
facward and back.in

cl criss-cross..
. The iftson why you shoulid wand in one directibn.is, that-..t

i 111 be' ,sand scraiChes.
and icratches 'will look4like grains in wood.

. y. !Mad, 111.:;l'At.gheii MU?, i.alt Me noticeable.:
d. KAT scratahes. tare. 'beauti .

'14I

..Xf yoU....Wathr-A-ndi.the car, you need to.;
a.. .411,i4W doWn.
b.''tdVr

5%

diy-sand it. -
d. turtl it around.'

Sc



4.1

Multije Ohoicp (TrA)

7. For masking you can use

a. production paper. c. tape.
b. newspaper. d.

4

R.' The tape and paper is use to cover

a. windows. c. hoods.
b. bumpers. d. large chrome areas.

9. You need to inspect the whole car by checking' out the

a. taping.' c. body work. ..

b. seams. d. paintlipoth. , ::

Shprt Answer (TrC)

.. I

I. why do you do a fintl blow down?

2. whet will the paint *)l) look like if y6ti'dorPt blow the ear

down before painting jt?

1, what inttrior parts olf the car doNou need to remember to .

ef, blow down?

ir

(Part 3)

,Mult.iple Choice (TrA)

1. /You wet down the outside and insift of'the spray booth to-

a. mNimize the dust: c. make.ii:dusty.
b. propare the booth. d. ding up the car.

2. When you bring the car into the paint booth,.

a. try to damage it. c. have somebody guide yo6 in.

b. ery not to damage it. d. drive carefully.

You tack the car

with a varnish-soaked rag.
to pick up any.leftover dust.

ing a transformer oa it.
. insld the varioua seams, tires, and in the engine.

. 92
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Multiple.CMoice (continued)

4. You bleed your transformer
t<3.

a. clean the line connected to your spray gun.
b. make it .die.
c. clean the transformer.
d. let the water and oil drip out.

5. The purpose of the transformer is to

a. mix your.paint.
b. compress the air.
c. clean the line from the compressor to the gun.
d. catch, rubbish coming from the compressor.

fill in the Blanks (TrD)

1. If you use facquer paint,.you thin it out With

2. If you use enamel paint, you thin it out with

3. When you4 the paint, how,much solvent you use deipendi
upon and

,.4, .
.

.,
''. 4. LYou .can find out how much air pressure to use byr.

You spray the part of the car first whiph is
from,the fan:

6. YoUr painting technique will depend upon hqrs iou learn,
how - you want to. Work, and how'
you .07Wuf

it& 4,40

X

1.

3
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070.1

(Part 1)

UNIT XI

VIDEO LECTURE (SERIES 'A)

PREPARATION FOR PAINTING

.
Herbert Nishii introduces the topic "preparing for paint,"-

and explains why preparation for painting is important and tim4,-

consuMing. He says that he will explain two ways of doing the.

- preparations. He 6en shows the-supplies and equipment,necessary

for preparations.

9uestions_T9_Think About:

I. Why are the preparations for Painttng so important?

2. What are the two ways to prepare ior painting?

What is the main difference between the two ways?

4. tWhat tools will be needed?

5. What supplies will be needed?

(Part 2)

Herbert Nishii first showshow to featherTsEdge the outside

edge. He then qxplains two ways bf priming and-demonstrates .

the way to apply primer for a qualy,lob. He also explains .

and demonstrates the apOlicetion of gla'ing putty.

questione_To Thilik.About:

1. When you are feather-edging, what,can you doctolwevent the
metal from becoming too hot and warpfng?

,

2. When priming for vrOduction, how Many coats o'f primer do yoU

apply?

3. Whdri priiming for a quality lob, how many coats of primer do

you apply? , -

4

t),72. 84 ceo'
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Preview continued

cuestions_To Think About:.(continued)

4. Betwern coats of primer, how long do you have to wait?

5. After your last application of primer, how long should you
wait Wore applying the, putty?

6. How many coats of glazing putty should you apply?

(Part 3)

__.
Herbert Nishii explains two methods of sanding the.dried

glazing putty and deeonstrat s part of the sanding procedure.
H. then applies primer on the puttied surface, applying manycoats to fill up the scratche for a quality jetb. He then
spot putties the remaining sc atches, sands the spot puttied
areas, and agatn applkez primer to the area.

QuestionsTb_Think About:

1. When sanding glating putty, what kinds of sandpaper do you
use 1) for production -lobs (autobody shop jobs) 2) for aquality job?

2 on sanding glazing putty, what sanding.technigue does
ierbert Nishii use?

3. How do Ou check the glazing putty for smoothness?

' 4. How many coats of primer does Herbert.Nishii use to fill up
the scratches for a quality job?

5. If you put the spot putty on too soon, while the primer is
still wet, what will happen?

6. When sandingIthe spot putty (before putting on the final two
wet coats of primer) what kinds of sandpaper can you use?

v
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griversq

(Part 1)

Fill in the Blanks (TrD)
. _ _ _ . _ _

1. Today Herbert Nishii will demonstrate a procedure calle'd

2. The preparation for painting is important because it is
. your for a good paint job.

it
Preparation for paint involves some a lot P
of the , and taWs a Tittle.bit or tiMe.

4. Herbert Nishii will tell'you how to do'it two ways, a
way and way.

5.h Doing the preparation for paint a good waY taket a lot of
time, and.doinq it a I way takes a shorter
amount of time.

Short...Answer (TrC)

;,

1. What power tool is usod for feather-edging?

2. What.toolo will you uae toopplr glazigg putty?' ) .

3, What 0-and'of glazing putty will Herbert Nishif be uiiini;i?

4, What hand tool will ypu ne.d for Wand-sanding the glazing
.uutty? .

5. What kind of spray gun will you oe using?

(Part ,2).

Fil.l in the Blanks (TrD) '
,

e
1. In'order to prepare }4;uryurface,'yOu need tO.. . .

the oiftside e4e. .
.

2. You use the , or
your surface. -

to prepare

V
,

1. He'rbert Nishii 'is using a -4rit sandpaper on
the feather-edgly .

.

1.

K."



Pill in ihe Blanks (continued)

4. You shcluld try to the surtace to make sure
'-that the metal isnriTgetting Eot.,

5. You should also hold,. the tiol as 'as
_ possiple to get a moie-even surface.

Multiple Choice (TrA)

1. Your next step in preparing _the surface is to

al warp your metal. . c., prime.
.b. plastic.fill. d. feel the surface.

2. In-your production way of priming, you

a. lay the primer dn thick and wet. :

b.. only paint one transparent coat of primer,
c. paint two coats of wet primer..
d. paint two transparent coats and a third wet coat.

In your good way of priming; yotPe

. a. 'lay the primer on thick apd wet.
b. only paint one fransparent coat of primer.
g. paint two coats of wet'prime.r.

, d. paint two"transparent coats and a third wet coat.

4. When you vepare the primer gun, you adjust

a. yourjan. c. your air pressure.
b. your!fluid. d. your respirator.

5. When.priming, you should watch

at the glaging putty.
b. the overlap of the strokes.
c. how wet or dry the primer is.goingon.

.

d. the feather-edger. ,

6. After applyincrthe third coat, you peed to wait for. it to
',

6

a. get wet. C. set.
b. &lash. d. become.transparent:.

If yOu p&iht coats of Primer without litti;ng them ilaish,
"

a. the solveRts -won't have a chance to evaporate.
b. you would have a very soft bottom.
q. you woUld have a hard cOat,

. d, yoU wpuld have a .hard tot).

.4
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.140 t Ch9.,ice con t inued)

If you put the paty on when the primer is wet,

a. the primer will probably come off.
b. it will look nit:e.
c. it will become dry.
d. the primer will run.

9. You can find 'out when the primit:r is dry by

A. put t inq the putty on.
f).. looking at it.

c. %reeling with your hand over the men.
d. listenimj to it.

10. It the pr-imer is still wet, you can feel

a. that Lt ix not that cold.
b. that it IS very warm.
c. a cool brglize coining thtough the prime.r.

the putty.

ll. When' the air over the) primer is n6t that,cold

a. you need to Watt.
b., you can apply 'your putty.
c. yob need, to apOy more primer.
d. the solvents..are evaporating.

Chort Swer (Tri)
1

I. Wha t the purpose. of glazinq 'putty?

2. Do you use putty to till up bit? dents?

What will. bappen to the putty if you upe hoo much'?
, )

Fill in -th&, 14 lanks.1TrD):

I. Your I rst applicati n of- putty should be

2, Atter the first coat f putty, let it

it... After the secqnd coat of putty, .you let' it
for a w.hiler

'N



(Part 3)

Fill in the Blanks (TO)

. 1. Mhen you sand your glazing putty, you s.t.at off with a
-grit sandpaper.

2. The sandpaper could'be dry. (fee-Cut), or' you could sand
it with. ' for wet.sanding.

3.

. .

If -you are doing a production job you start out wjth a
sandpaper, anti finish it off with a very
sandpaper.

4. If you are doing a quality job at home, you might use a
.sandpaper all the way through.

Mult ix Iv Choice (TrA)

. When you sand, you 4.

a. start. at the outside edge.
b. start in the. ventk.
c. cross-sand on the, outside edge .

d. cross-sand in the center.
v. use a cir lar movement wit the sanding block on the

edge.
f. use a cird, movement in the center.

-2. Herbert Nishii will ndt show the fine saliding because

a. the procedure js the same .

b. he wants to show a way to do a lot better job.
C. you should not do it.
d. you have a smooth surface now.

.

Fill in Blanks (TrD) '
D.

.
1. 'While you are sanding you hould

t

the area.

2. You should be careful not o create
spots.

3. Y.ou should check to make sure that the putty has filled
'up thv

4. Usually, in production, you would go over it agAld with a'
sandpaperAnd then shoot the Rrimer.

XI
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Fill in the Blanks (eonLirwed)

5. Herbert Nishit will do it a different ay, and fill up the
scratckpowith

6. He puts coats of primer on to fill up the
scratches.

7. You have to let the prtmer

B. While waiting tor the primer to dry, you should
.

on another job, or do something else on the .car.

When you sand the spot putty, you can use an -grit
sandpaphr and then a . -grit sandpaper.

10. You.cleax the Area that you will prime by
It wtth the priMer (Inn.

13. You use,. coatts of primer to cover thi spot
puttied sur(ace.

9.

xt

"
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UNIT XII

VIDEO LECTURE (SERIES A)

FINAL PREPARATION AND SPOT PA

(Part 1)

.1,

. .

In this section'of the lecture, Herbert Nishii describes \
the final procedures for preparation for spot painting: com-
pounding the outer edge, sanding the primered surface, blowing

. the surface off with the air gft...

1guestionsThink_Abo
4 : ,

' ,
1. What is the purpose of compounding the outside edge?

2, What Tachine do you use to compound the edge?

3: What kind of sanding technique should you use?

0. Why do you need to blow lybe surface off?

(Part 2)

a
Herbert Nishii shows the equipment and supplies needed

for painting. He shows how to check the spray gun to seethat
it is in working brder. He then explains the different propor-
tions for mixing the lacquer paint with lacquer thinner for the
first and later coats of. paint. He demonstrates the mixing procedure

and,..the painting technique for the cover (first) coats of paint.
He then shows how to paint later'coats of reduced paint. And
last, he explains two different ways of gettinga glossy surface
to finish the job.

cluestionsjo.Think About:
.

1. What supplies will you'need for painting?

2. What safety precaution should you take when painting?-/

3. In What proportions shoulil you mix your paint and thinner
. / for Oho cover poatn of paint?

4. What proportions should yoU have fOr later coats of paint?
1
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Proyiew contnued

quo.LIons To Think About: (continued)

How much air preAtiture will you need?

6. Should you paint transparent coats?

7. What might happen it you do not pausu wait between
applying the different coats ot paint

What are two possible methods of getting a gloss on tho

paint sux-face when it dries?
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VcE:11-d.ls.g4

(Part 1)'

Shor Answer (TrC)

1. When you compound thii area surrounding the primer, what
'two things do yoe need to use?

2. How far outside the primershould fou compound?

3. What d9es the compound,do-to the paint surface?

4. Why do ypu need to compound the surrounding area?

5. What tool does the buffer reSemble?

6. How is the larger buffer different from a disc grinder?

1. Mist should you try not to do when using tihe buffer?

8. What does the coMpound do.to the ;dine of thy priMer?

9. What do you use tp smoothen the inside area of the primer?

le. Which direction should you make the sand-scratches go?

11. Why should you be careful not.to sand-off too much piimer?

12. AfeeY you finish sanding, how-do you clean off the surface?

4 (Part 2)

-Rhont Answer (TrC)

1.. What are five Chings you need for touchup painting?

21. What things should you check on your Oray gun?

s3. How does lacquer paint dry3

4. W en yoq mix (redtice) the paint with thinner for the first
c)ats of paint, what parts or amounts shodld you use?

, . .
10

5
11

What is the usual reduction for primer?
.

. ,

6. When\you reduce the paint mixture for the.thinner coats
of paint, which you apply later, what parts or amounts
should you usx!?

ft..
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Pill in therialank4 CND)

I. When you first sUart to paint, you uso a
Ofpo of paint.

2. Yoli use a air pressure so that tche paint
doesn't 4.iirinto.tii-e air as overspray. ,

3. You apply the paint wet, not

4. Y(.111 use a perconr overlap.

. Yon..lot it for a while Uotween coats, since
you don't want it-to

4
6. Too much paint will cause it to collect in one- area, and

bocausr thv panel is sloping downwards tho paint will

_

11. i't the end or ea stroke, try to

H. This .first. appliC tion.of paint is'called your

Wrue-Palse, (TrEl)
, '

1. For.the later; coats oYpaint, you need to reduce Che
" paint two parts.

'

2. You should checketo see if the colors imitch when

your wrist.

if tho color isn't matching right, you might have to
add a different shade of color.to your, paint.

I. When ,,en start blending in, you shotld start from the
inside and work your way out.

5. You should again crack your wrist and apply the
paint wet when blending in the paint.

6. At this tiine, you ethould be applying transparent
coats of paint.

.

7. After paint Up, some shops will compound the area a d
buff it to get a Shine,

.

B. After paintIng, :eand it with a
600-grit sandp e'r and then shoot a thinner coat of
paint.

. . .

.
.

9. Herbert Nishii has
.

left put a loe
1

of steps on how to
-............

touch-up paint- .

-
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True-False

XII

(continued)

Herbert Nishii hak given you a.compIete rundown of
the painting Procedures and steps.

U. You should listen to'what your boss tells you about
painting%,

12.. You shoyld give Herbert.Nishii's helpful hints to your
boss.

4.

4

CI

I

4.
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